Crisis in Care: Gaps in Behavioral Health Services Are Failing Our Children
Executive Summary

The Greater Rochester Health Foundation convened the Commission on Children’s Behavioral Health in the Finger Lakes in spring 2015 in response to concerns from parents, child care providers, schools, pediatricians and children’s mental health clinicians. They consistently raised alarms about the shortfalls of our region’s children’s behavioral health system: the demands placed on it, its capacity, and in some cases, its quality.

“...We would never treat children suffering from cancer the way we treat children suffering from mental illness. It is a travesty to ignore, overmedicate or throw kids into the court system before we provide proven therapeutic solutions. There is a better way...”

Bonnie DeVinney
Chief Operating Officer
United Way of Greater Rochester
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The Commission is comprised of 25 regional experts from diverse backgrounds including business, law, healthcare, social services, advocacy, government, and research. The group worked more than nine months to outline recommended policy, practice, and funding changes to improve the state of children’s behavioral health services in a nine-county region (Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans, Seneca, Wayne, Wyoming, and Yates).

As part of this effort, the Health Foundation commissioned a study by the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the University of Rochester Medical Center (URMC), engaging researchers and clinical practitioners to examine the state of children’s behavioral health care throughout the region. The study assessed systems that reach children (families, schools, courts, and community organizations) and conducted interviews, focus groups and data analysis. Their findings were presented regularly to the Commission for review and assessment and the Commission then worked to develop meaningful recommendations for change.

The URMC white paper served as the basis of selected content for this report, including some quotes, data points, and topical discussion throughout.

**Key Findings Include:**

- In any given year, 13%-20% of children between the ages of two and 18 experience a mental disorder, and the prevalence of these illnesses appears to be increasing.
- Of those children with a diagnosable behavioral health issue, only one in five will see a mental health provider. Of those who do, many will not receive treatment soon enough.
- Low-cost, evidence-based prevention interventions exist and have been proven to reduce behavioral health issues. We just need to implement them. Today, prevention efforts are virtually non-existent in regional child care settings, elementary and secondary schools, or community resource settings.
- Access to care is highly problematic. Families seeking assistance for children in need are unable to find quality care that is readily available.
- Finding culturally appropriate care is nearly impossible for people of color.
- Quality of care is inconsistent, and evidence-based interventions are not a routine part of clinical training or continuing education.
- The shortage of practitioners trained to address the needs of children and adolescents is staggering. Although several issues feed this shortage, inadequate reimbursement is a key contributor.
- An overwhelming number of children in our region experience or witness trauma-inducing events. Left unaddressed, trauma has a high probability of prompting serious mental health and behavioral issues, yet resources that can recognize and address signs of trauma are few and inconsistently available.
- Active coordination between the multiple organizations that serve children and adolescents – pediatrics, schools, families, churches, youth groups, and even the court system is critical. Today, however, there is no established process for this coordination to occur. The issue is particularly acute for children who are involved in family court and demonstrate behavioral issues in school.
- The Commission agrees: our region is facing an urgent need to address these issues. And meaningful improvements are within reach. With focused, concerted effort across multiple systems, our children could begin to receive prevention and treatment interventions that will address their struggles.

**What’s Next**

After its assessment, the Commission has identified three overarching recommendations that should take top priority:

- An Implementation Task Force should be formed to systematically address these issues. This Task Force should consist of educators, human service providers, court personnel, major health care providers, payors and foundations, and others committed to addressing the gaps in children’s behavioral health.
- The initial priorities of the Implementation Task Force should center on prevention, starting from preschool through age 10, and address the recognition of and response to trauma for all children and adolescents.
- Resources should be aligned to support ongoing advocacy efforts, mobilizing parents and professionals to work together to address policies and practices, including legal and regulatory barriers in New York State.

Additional recommendations that address specific challenges and gaps are highlighted throughout this report.

The Commission recognizes that our region faces a variety of challenges, from economic stagnation and overwhelming rates of poverty to structural racism and a disintegration of family stability. Add this to the wide range of environments in which families live - from densely populated urban areas to rural areas bereft of service, and we realize the charge is not small. However, the price of ignoring our inadequate and ineffective behavioral health system will be paid over generations. Change is possible, but the Commission believes we cannot afford to wait any longer to focus attention and resources on this significant issue.
In other words, in an average suburban or rural classroom, four children likely have a diagnosable mental illness. In larger urban classrooms, there are likely more – and it is likely that only one of these children in each room is receiving professional mental health care.

In the Greater Rochester area, regional studies have shown children in need in our nine-county region may be on a long waiting list, parents may not be able to find care appropriate to their child's needs and their budget, or they may not be able to rearrange school and work schedules to accommodate that care. Meanwhile, those four or more children in class are being taught and cared for by a teacher whose training has focused appropriately on education and not how to screen for, treat, or work with children with an array of behavioral health needs.

Courts throughout the region are rife with children whose parents are engaged in the criminal justice system. The courts also manage cases in which children with diagnosable mental illness have broken the law or are at risk of hurting themselves as a result of their illness. Deciding their needs and/or punishments are legal experts with little to no training in mental health. These legal experts may not even recognize children who need mental health treatment, let alone have the ability to provide or mandate it.

Primary care doctors who have sworn their professional lives to preventing and treating chronic and acute illness in children are struggling to treat the mental health illnesses that bring many of their patients to them. Unable to obtain timely treatment for these patients through referrals to therapy, doctors often prescribe medicines as their only option, while preferred, evidence-based, first-line interventions for many of these disorders are actually psychotherapies.

Professionals across education, medicine, and the justice system are frustrated, concerned and heartbroken working day in and day out with children who need help and whom they cannot adequately serve.

Heartbroken, too, are the families who know their children are not "bad" or "spoiled" but in need of help. They feel isolated and helpless watching life get increasingly more difficult for their children as they suffer from poor school performance, difficulty in social relationships, and punishment or scorn in academic and/or child care settings.

In any given year, about one in five children in the United States suffers from a diagnosable mental illness, yet only about 20 percent of these children receive mental health care (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2013).

In the U.S., 7 million kids under the age of 18 have asthma, 7 million have peanut allergy, and 200,000 under the age of 20 have diabetes. But 17.1 million children under the age of 18 have or have had a diagnosable psychiatric illness, so the common disorders of childhood and adolescence are mental illness.

— Dr. Koplewicz
Founder and President
Child Mind Institute

A Wide Gap
As much as parents want to help, they are faced with the realization that helping their sons or daughters likely means criticism of them as a caregiver. They fear society will label them as a bad parent for raising a misbehaving child, or will blame their genetics and/or parenting skills for having a child with a mental illness.

This is not just a problem for those who live and work with children. Everyone in the region pays taxes for education, covers the costs of law enforcement and courts to intervene, and ultimately invests in the next generations of community members. Whether urban, suburban or rural, rich or poor, unmarried or married, with children or without, we are all affected by the children who live here.

GROWING CHILD MENTAL HEALTH DIAGNOSES

The number of children being diagnosed with a mental illness is rising – locally and nationally. Across all income groups in the Rochester region, there was a more than a 35 percent increase in mental health diagnoses among children seen as outpatients (2010 through 2014). At the same time, there was a 40 percent increase in prescriptions to treat behavioral health illnesses. By 2014, 11 percent of all pediatric claims included a behavioral health diagnosis.

“We’re never going to treat our way out of this problem,” says Jeff Kaczorowski, M.D., The Children’s Agenda. “The depth and prevalence of mental health issues – and severity of illnesses – in the United States has increased dramatically. This indicates there is something going on earlier in children’s development that needs to be addressed earlier, and at the population level, in order to get to the root of this.”

Behavioral and emotional illnesses that go unrecognized or unaddressed in childhood can progress with debilitating consequences in adolescence and adulthood. For example, anxiety disorders (generalized anxiety, social anxiety, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, separation anxiety disorder, or specific phobias) are the most prevalent psychiatric illnesses among children. These disorders in particular help prime the brain for depression in the teen years – which in turn puts individuals at a 50 percent higher risk for depression as an adult.

Often families are unaware their children are struggling with suicidal thoughts or plans until a threat or attempt is made. Nearly a third of students surveyed in Monroe County reported feeling so sad and hopeless almost every day for two or more weeks in the past year that they stopped their usual activities. Twelve percent had seriously considered attempting suicide within the past year, while seven percent had actually attempted it (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention behavioral risk study conducted by the Monroe County Department of Health),
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80 to 90% of critical brain development takes place between birth and age five.
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SUICIDE

In East Rochester, on July 29, 2015, 12-year-old Kennis Cady committed suicide in the five minute span her parents Dan and Michaela were on the phone with each other trying to figure out how to get her help. Her father told a Democrat and Chronicle reporter about his reaction to an alarming incident with Kennis shortly before her death:

“At that point, for the first time, I really saw there was something troubling her different from regular childhood stuff,” Dan Cady is quoted. “She started crying and said she was sad, and I said, ‘Why are you sad?’ and she said, ‘I don’t know.’ Michaela and I had a talk that night about getting her help. ... We didn’t realize that within 48 hours we’d lose our daughter.”
While the nine-county region is made up of a very diverse set of communities representing different social, economic, and geographic compositions, some common experiences throughout the region negatively impact children’s mental health and their ability to get help.

TRAUMA

By the time most children turn 18, they have experienced some form of traumatic experience. Those living in poverty experience sustained trauma and have a lower resiliency, or ability to manage these experiences and emotionally bounce back. Among the forms of trauma most damaging to children’s ability to bounce back are domestic violence and other ongoing violence witnessed or endured daily.

Some regional studies, particularly in Monroe County, found that children as young as five or six have witnessed violence in their neighborhood or home. Many also have a parent who is depressed, which hinders his or her ability to provide adequate emotional support to the child in response to trauma. One quarter of children in the Rochester City School District in grades K–3 – children no older than 10 years old – were found to be at risk for school adjustment problems, with behaviors that included carrying weapons, and getting into physical fights (2011 Monroe County Youth Risk Behavior Survey Report).

Mental health professionals seek to promote resiliency among children that will help them deal with trauma in a way that positively impacts their development – to respond in a healthy way to the difficulties and adversities life hands them.

To understand the need for resiliency, it’s important to realize that some forms of stress are worse than others and require a different level of coping skills. Not all stress is “bad”; some amount of stress or conflict is necessary in life as it inspires, motivates and teaches. There’s also “tolerable” stress which has no positive outcome but doesn’t cause permanent harm.

Many factors related to trauma impact a child’s development and functioning. These include: the type and severity of trauma the child experiences and its duration, his or her age at the time, the perpetrator, and amount of support available. Also critical to the child’s ability to deal with trauma is the

“...All children, even the most fortunate, suffer emotional injuries. At home, in school and on the playground, all children experience disappointment, frustration and failure; criticism and disapproval; and exclusion by peers. In every family, there will be moments of anger and misunderstanding.

In healthy development, children recover from these moments. Whether on their own or with our support, most children bounce back. Emotional injuries are, in many respects, analogous to physical injuries. Just as our cells must repair physical injuries, emotional injuries also must be healed. Without this healing, the injurious process will spread.”

– Kenneth Barish, Ph.D.

“How to Raise an Emotionally Resilient Child”

PBSParents.com
 Toxic stress, however, overwhelms the person’s system and often we see mental and physical effects that can last a lifetime. With resiliency, when stress comes along it is tolerable rather than toxic.

— Michael Scharf, M.D.

**TOXIC STRESS**

Toxic stress is not just the stress of a single traumatic event or one that is emotionally overwhelming. Toxic stress is the cumulative impact of adverse, stressful, or traumatic environments that interfere with healthy development of the brain and mind. The effects of toxic stress can be overwhelming and can last a lifetime. The effects of toxic stress are often seen in adults who have experienced childhood trauma and neglect.

**POVERTY**

Poverty is a persistent and pervasive condition that affects the well-being of children and families. Poverty can be measured in different ways, including income poverty, household poverty, and child poverty. Poverty can be a significant challenge for children and families, and it can have long-term effects on their health, education, and social outcomes.

**FOCUS ON CHILDREN AND FAMILIES**

Human development and brain research have clearly pointed out what parents already feel and know — environment influences the emotional wellbeing of our children. Healthy functioning does not occur in isolation; it occurs within the context of a home, a family, a peer group, a school, a neighborhood, a community. Therefore, healthy social-emotional development is either enhanced or inhibited by the context in which our children live and grow.

As a society, we have raised our awareness, interventions, and treatments to address the unique symptoms and issues for children but have lagged behind in systematically supporting the most influential environment in a child’s life — the family. Where there is a child in need, there is a family in need, and where there is a family in need, there is a need for an integrated family-based approach that addresses the interplay between the child, his/her family, and their environment. “Family-centered approaches lead to better health outcomes and wiser allocation of resources as well as greater patient and family satisfaction.” [AGP]

In addition to family-centered care and treatment, families need coordinated and integrated health-promotion services and approaches, to build resiliency and prevent further development of challenging emotional, behavioral, and familial problems.

It is a subtle but essential shift. The heart of the matter is our families. With an intention to integrate and coordinate systems to systemically hold the family as the focal point, we influence the environment in which those families seek care and support, and thus influence the development, restoration, healing and emotional wellbeing of our children.

**AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS**

Committee on Hospital Care INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY-CENTERED CARE POLICY STATEMENT Organizational Policies to Guide and Define the Child Health Care System and/or Improve the Health of All Children Family-Centered Care and the Pediatrician’s Role. PEDIATRICS Vol. 112 No. 3 September 2003 6

**WHEN CHALLENGES STACK ON CHALLENGES**

Michael admits, he is not living the life he wants. He strives for something better but just doesn’t know how to suppress his demons.

Michael has been diagnosed with ADHD, depression, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder. He’s also never had a consistent, caring adult presence for more than a short period of time.

“I’ve literally never had anyone stay in my life. I had to learn everything on my own and at times was homeless, sleeping in the rain or in a shed,” he explains. “I’m still stressed, still grieving and I don’t know how to express that right way.”

Not knowing how to express his feelings led him to violence and substance abuse, behaviors that kept him from earning a high school diploma and earned him a police record instead.

When Michael was sent to jail for burglary and assault, he was without medication for two weeks until the system could process a request for a doctor and the doctor was able to visit and evaluate him. But the consistency of prison got him thinking about his future, and he began working toward his GED, with the hope of getting his life on track.

Then his brother died of an enlarged heart and his mother died a month later. This new grief again derailed his sobriety and substance abuse, behaviors that kept him from earning a high school diploma and earned him a police record instead.
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Half of the children living in the city are in families that live well below the poverty line.
Parents are afraid of what others will think about their child’s illness, and it is preventing them from getting care soon enough. Worrying about being blamed for their child’s illness or related actions keeps them from admitting their child needs help and seeking treatment (with average treatment delays of up to eight years). In some cases, families only attend one appointment with a mental health professional and do not return.

A community member shared, “I think the thing that happens is by the time the [obvious] need [for treatment] arises, the child is already labeled as ‘bad.’ The parents already know they’ve failed. Somehow it’s their fault and everyone is kind of reactive instead of being responsive to the need.”

In some cultures, particularly in African American and Hispanic communities, families fear criticism for seeking treatment because mental illness is taboo and family concerns should not be made public. “I thought there was a stigma...for the kids as well because...in the African American community, you know, we’re kind of raised, ‘you don’t put stuff outside the house,’” says one mother.

Erick Stephens, the father of a child with mental illness, struggled to accept his daughter’s problems were related to her mental health. Stephens is a parent engagement specialist with Healthi Kids/ Finger Lakes Health System Agency and is a member of the Commission on Children’s Behavioral Health in the Finger Lakes. Despite his experience working with children and families, Stephens says he had trouble facing his daughter’s struggles with mental illness because of his cultural perceptions as an African American.

“In the African American community we don’t acknowledge mental health problems, so it was hard for me. I didn’t want to acknowledge my daughter was suffering from mental health issues and it took me time to accept it.”

– Erick Stephens
Father of a child with mental illness
Parent Engagement Specialist
Healthi Kids/ Finger Lakes Health System Agency
Member of the Commission on Children’s Behavioral Health in the Finger Lakes
While genetics help determine development, the environment influences what genetic factors turn on and off. Someone with a genetic predisposition to cancer, then, will likely develop cancer if he or she introduces environmental factors such as smoking. Similarly, a child who is predisposed to a mental illness will be more likely to develop the illness if he or she experiences environmental factors such as toxic stress, trauma, or lack of necessary support.

Since approximately 80 to 90 percent of critical brain development takes place between birth and age five, this is a critical window. Whether the brain’s architecture forms correctly is determined by this interplay between genetics, development, and environment. Without responsive, reliable, and appropriate caregiving, the brain will not physically form as it should, which can lead to learning and behavioral difficulties.

“Biologically it makes sense to focus on prevention. We have the ability to focus on developmental needs and improve the environment while children are young,” urges Kaczorowski.

He recalls working in preschools: “We could tell the difference between children from nurturing, stable environments and those struggling because the environment was not quite right. The great thing about development at the early stage is that small changes can have a huge impact. Children get tremendous, lifelong benefits from appropriate bonding and a stable home environment.”

“Because of the critical window of development in infancy, if mom has depression it can really impact a young child,” says Kaczorowski. “If mom and dad are working and the child is in an environment without much stimulation or nurturing, that also can be a problem.”

He notes helping mothers with postpartum depression, creating high-quality child care settings for working families, and providing family leave so parents can create strong bonds with their children are all proven to be effective at creating the type of environment children’s brains need to develop. Additionally, for families where neither parent received good parenting themselves, creating a parenting support program to give them the skills that were not modeled for them will help them break the cycle in their new families.

Lack of resources is a major barrier to providing adequate preventive strategies.
For example, in “Nurse Family Partnership,” a national evidence-based program developed in Rochester and reintroduced here by The Children’s Agenda, registered nurses visit first-time, low-income families at home on a weekly to monthly basis. The visits begin when the mother is in her second trimester and continue until the child is two years old. Nurses help parents learn how to care for their child, as well as create parenting goals and problem-solving skills. Since its inception in 2006, the Nurse Family Partnership has helped more than 1,200 local mothers and children.

As we know is the case with many medical conditions, prevention and early detection/treatment is often less costly than medical conditions, prevention and early detection/treatment is often less costly than its medical or mental health doesn’t activate until someone is going to get thrown in jail.”

“Getting things right prevents a cascade of problems,” says Kaczorowski. “If we really get prevention strategies right for young families we would see a decrease in the severity and commonality of mental illness in children.”

Similarly, there is overwhelming consensus that not enough screening exists and therefore children are not identified early enough. Significant needs are “band-aided over” until the bandage breaks. To improve prevention and access to care, it is necessary to increase and improve screening programs. While there are numerous childhood screening points for hearing, speech, vision, motor development, and academic achievement, children are not regularly screened for behavioral and emotional wellness milestones. There are programs around the region that do offer screening either on a small scale or with support from grants, but these do not meet the needs of the region as a whole.

PREVENTION AND SCREENING IN SCHOOLS

Across regions and districts, children with unmet needs are struggling in school, and schools are having trouble managing the behavioral, emotional, and social problems that adversely affect students’ functioning. For example, more than half of schools surveyed report that one in 10 (or more) students display disruptive behaviors that interfere with learning (this proportion is highest in younger grades and in urban vs. suburban schools), and less than half of schools view themselves as managing these problems “well.”

As noted earlier, students living in poverty face more trauma. This can threaten learning fundamental academic skills and increase the likelihood of disengagement. In Monroe County, suburban school students are presenting increasing rates of anxiety symptoms, drug and alcohol use, and social media exposure that disrupt the learning environment and can serve as a catalyst for self-harm.

Not surprisingly, schools are potentially the most common point of entry for children’s mental health services. They are also the most viable venue for consistent prevention programming. School-based mental health services can have a major impact on reducing both the burden of mental health problems in our community and poor educational outcomes. According to a review by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, investment in effective school-based or school-partnered prevention programs result in savings, both in direct and indirect costs.

Preventive interventions are more effective and sustainable when they align and integrate with core educational needs, such as the requirement for effective classroom management, and provide a set of skills and concepts used by students, parents, and staff over time (O’Connell et al., 2009). An example is the effective Good Behavior Game program, which provides tools for 1st-3rd grade teachers in classroom management, and reduces a range of behavioral problems in students by late adolescence, including delinquency and substance use problems (Kellam et al., 2008).

Currently, however, there is great variability among services available in schools and the quality of those programs across urban, suburban, and rural districts and across age groups. While schools struggle for resources to create or maintain such programs, schools within a district or region rarely “pool resources” for training or evaluation of programs. In some cases, prevention programs only are present due to an individual “champion” who advocates and devotes time, rather than through a systematic approach. One administrator from an urban elementary school explains, “We had a classroom behavior program but lost it
after a year, the vice-principal who founded the program left the building. 

Only half of schools surveyed have a committee that reviews prevention needs, and fewer evaluate their prevention activities or are sustaining prevention programs. The most common preventive interventions currently used are social skills/resilience programs and bullying prevention (nearly half of secondary schools also have some form of drug prevention program). However, only one-third of schools implementing a prevention program are using programs with the highest level of evidence.

On a positive note, some districts in the region currently use doctoral-level mental health providers (psychiatrists or clinical psychologists) on a part-time consultation basis for evaluations and to develop plans for students. In these cases, pupil personnel services (PPS) staff are usually highly motivated to expand them.  

A PPS staff member from a rural school shared some insight about a program in which a child psychiatrist works with primary care physicians in their community: “he comes out once a month, he’s been just a godsend. There are no childhood adolescent psychiatrists in our community and hardly any in Rochester... he works with our primary care physicians and that has been a huge help. We’ve had really good luck in terms of getting families in to meet with him...the communication loop has been pretty good.”  

While screening and prevention services in schools vary across the region, motivation is high and the majority of schools would devote more time and resources to it if they had the opportunity.
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PREVENTION RECOMMENDATIONS

• Implement evidence-based strategies for mental health prevention programs in schools, including:
  • Collaboration across school districts to pool resources and provide training and ongoing support;
  • Establish a clearinghouse of effective programs and assessment tools to discover student risks and protections;
  • Align prevention programs with children’s educational needs and system priorities;
  • Mental health prevention screening in schools and primary care settings should be standard practice. In support of this practice, primary care physicians’ (PCPs) capacity for screening, assessment and referrals through the use of on-site social workers, psychiatric nurses, etc. should be developed and supported through reimbursement;
  • Establish “severity thresholds” for service eligibility at licensed facilities and reimbursement criteria, so early intervention and secondary prevention can be received in the early stages of symptom onset;
  • New York State should provide ongoing support for continuing education for educators and primary care physicians in the prevention and early identification of mental health disorders in children;
  • Link reimbursement funding to the use of evidence-based prevention interventions.
Treatment

Effective screening and prevention programs are half of the children’s behavioral health equation.

There needs to be evidence-based treatment available to those children who are in need of mental health care, but mental health professionals are inconsistently taught these practices in graduate school. Evidence-based treatments are those for which scientific evidence exists showing they reduce symptoms and/or improve the functioning of the individual. These are specific treatments (i.e., cognitive-behavioral therapy) used to treat specific diagnoses (i.e., depression or obsessive-compulsive disorder).

Few mental health clinicians surveyed believe they are up-to-date on evidence-based treatments for common mental illnesses. This is in part because ongoing education is necessary to stay current with advancing mental health strategies and to become adept at working with special populations such as preschoolers. Such continuing education programs can be costly, and offer little incentive for practitioners who must give up clinical time to attend, do not receive reimbursement for related fees, and see little follow-up support for using new skills.

There is also not enough training in stages of development and evidence-based treatments among professionals outside the mental health arena who work with children, such as primary care providers, and school and judicial staff. Were these individuals sufficiently trained, they could provide much-needed early referral, intervention, and treatment. And among the providers available, there is limited to no racial diversity.

TOO FEW MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS

Even if training in evidence-based practices were made immediately available to every provider in the nine-county region, there are simply not enough providers to serve the number of children who need treatment. There seem to be several reasons for this shortage of qualified behavioral health providers. Focus groups indicated: 1) fewer people seem to be choosing to become mental health providers (or continue to be mental health providers) due to relatively low salaries; 2) there is a high level of education required and the relative cost of that education is significant; 3) providers who treat children tend to drift toward providing more adult services over time due to issues with reimbursement; and 4) recent graduates and practicing professionals tend to be ill-prepared to provide evidence-based treatment for children and youth.

Inconvenient office hours, scheduling problems and waiting lists are very real hurdles for families. Most families are unable to find a mental health provider who is effective screening and prevention programs are half of the children’s behavioral health equation.

By the time she was 10 years old, DeMaurice had experienced enough trauma to set the tone for her teenage years. Her mother died when she was eight, she had already spent four years in the foster care system in New York City, and she was brought to Rochester into a household of constant conflict. In fourth grade, she was suspended for a week for fighting in school.

“I blamed myself,” she says. “Because my mom died when I was little, I don’t know how to express my feelings. I get angry too fast – sometimes about things that I shouldn’t be angry about at all.”

She was sent to in-school counseling for the remainder of the school year and saw a counselor outside of school as well. “Counseling helped. I became much calmer,” she reflects. “I still have anger issues now, but not to the point I would go off.”

After four years in a hostile home environment, she moved in with an aunt with whom she has a much healthier relationship. While self-aware and with a much-improved disposition these days, 16-year-old DeMaurice still has an Individualized Education Plan that states she is “emotionally disturbed.” She is placed in smaller classes, which she likes, and explains she is still working on her anger and other emotions like trust. She has friends now, but says the worst part of being unable to control her anger is, “I’ve lost a lot of people because of my attitude.”

When asked what she hopes for the future, she pauses and then says simply, “I don’t know. To get better.”
RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION RECOMMENDATIONS

- Work with the New York State Legislature to allow the retention of foreign medical graduates in child psychiatry in the region;
- Offer loan forgiveness programs for needed mental health providers who work with children and underserved families in both schools and community settings.

The lack of adequate care in early childhood can begin a downward spiral toward a lifetime of problems.

“...It helps to have had an experience of a child care worker who has multiple strategies, but day care typically does not have experienced staff due to high turnover,” explains Schmitt, who serves as a child care facility that serves ages birth through early school years. She notes that a particular shortcoming of many child care centers is that they have limited time and staff to focus on early childhood education. As a result, staff often lack the expertise to handle behavioral issues in young children, and may be unable to provide targeted support to those who need it most.

SHORTAGE OF PRESCHOOL AGE RESOURCES

There is a particular shortage of providers with adequate training and experience to work with early childhood groups (i.e., infants, toddlers, and preschoolers) with mental and behavioral health concerns.

The shortage of professionals trained to evaluate and provide treatment for preschool children is acute, especially given the proportion of children in these classrooms with social and emotional problems. As noted earlier, given the significant amount of critical brain development that takes place in these early years, the lack of adequate care at this age can begin a downward spiral toward a lifetime of problems.

School professionals often see children who exhibit behavioral issues within the preschool and kindergarten setting go undiagnosed and without intervention for years. This is in part because specialized training in recognizing emotional and behavioral problems and working with these children and their parents is not common for many preschool teachers and staff.

The impact of this shortage is compounded by a lack of collaboration between preschool and kindergarten settings. As a result, children in need of support may fall through the cracks, leading to a lack of continuity in their care.

The shortage of preschool age mental health resources is a critical issue that must be addressed to ensure that all children have the opportunity to receive the care they need to thrive. It is essential that we take a comprehensive approach to addressing this shortage, including investing in training programs, increasing funding for mental health services, and building stronger partnerships between schools and community providers.
RACE AND CULTURE CLASH
Several oft-cited reports detail the sheer lack of diversity in the mental health workforce. From the landmark 2001 report “Mental Health: Culture, Race, And Ethnicity – A Supplement to Mental Health: A Report of the Surgeon General,” to Suman Fernando’s “Mental Health, Race, and Culture” (2010), the lack of access to, poor quality of, and dearth of diverse practitioners in mental health care for minorities is well-documented.

It is no surprise that the Rochester region’s child and adolescent behavioral health workforce also reflects low cultural and language diversity. Ultimately, parents and caregivers have few options when it comes to finding a provider with whom a child can really connect. And this connection is a critical component of effective treatment.

“We struggled to find a provider our daughter feels comfortable with – and still haven’t found someone she can relate to culturally,” explains Stephens. Of African American and Asian American descent, his daughter most closely relates to her African American and Asian American identity and has expressed a desire to find an African American mental health provider. “I could never understand why we couldn’t find someone who could relate to us culturally,” explains Stephens. Of African American and Asian American descent, his daughter most closely relates to her African American identity and has expressed a desire to find an African American mental health provider. “I could never understand why we couldn’t find someone who could relate to us culturally,” explains Stephens.

Compounding the lack of diversity among providers is a lack of training in cultural attitudes about mental illness and treatment. Few clinicians are attuned to these unique aspects of experience and identity. One clinician explained to URMC researchers how essential such recognition is for the child. “When a professional deals with a child without acknowledging that a child is bicultural/bilingual, they fail the child because they don’t really know the experience.”

However, the majority of clinicians perceived language and culture as minimal barriers for patients to receive care — illustrating a disconnect between the wants and needs of patients and the current skill set and understanding of those who are meant to serve them.

REIMBURSEMENT PROHIBITIVE TO EXPANSION OF SERVICES
The current reimbursement model of both public and commercial insurers creates another obstacle to providing children with evidence-based treatment programs since reimbursement is not linked to use of this particular type of treatment. Organizations and practitioners also have little incentive to expand their scope of services to include pediatric and adolescent patients because it is not cost-effective to do so. For example, the reimbursement for a 60-minute mental health visit is approximately the same as most eight-minute primary care medical appointments. Additionally, child mental health services are reimbursed at the same or similar rates to adult services, yet it usually takes more time to provide child services because providers need to work with and engage others in the process, such as families, schools or the courts.

With organizations and individual providers finding it difficult to “break even” when providing child mental health services, it is no wonder few choose to enter or expand in the field.

DIVERSITY RECOMMENDATIONS
• Efforts to improve the diversity of the mental health workforce should include:
  • Attract a culturally diverse workforce by coordinating local educational pipelines for mental health professional development and leadership;
  • Strengthen recruitment, education, and retention of diverse providers through monetary and social incentives;
  • Require provider preparation programs and professional development opportunities on diversity, community engagement, cultural competency, and health literacy training;
  • Create training and coaching programs to increase understanding of and address the implicit biases among providers that impacts disparities.

REIMBURSEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
• Financially incentivize child psychiatrists and psychologists to live and practice in our region;
• Negotiate with commercial insurers to:
  • Improve reimbursement rates for mental health services including collaborative care activities (e.g. phone consultation);
  • Provide enhanced reimbursement for increasing urgent, outpatient and intensive outpatient services;
  • Link reimbursement to the population being served (children vs. adults) and to the use of evidence-based assessment and treatment (e.g., value-based reimbursement);
  • Create one or more regional, outpatient-based, urgent care/crisis services to improve immediate access for short-term care.
LIMITED TRAINING AMONG OTHER PROFESSIONALS

Other professionals who regularly come into contact with children outside the mental health community—such as primary care physicians (PCPs), teachers and legal professionals—receive limited to no training in basic mental and behavioral health strategies. Were there more competency among these individuals, they could provide early intervention, compensating for the limited number of available mental health clinicians.

Primary care physicians (PCPs)

Anecdotally, almost half of PCPs’ child and adolescent patients come to them with mental health issues, yet very little of their training is in mental health. Most who participated in the URMC research review have participated in some training on children’s mental health in the last five years, and are willing to participate in innovative consulting services to better their practice.

However, they lament that they generally do not feel prepared to handle their patients’ mental health concerns and psychiatric medication needs. Logically, this leads them to seek consultation from or referrals to mental health providers, but the vast majority of primary care practitioners are unable to find such help. This reality results in an increase in psychiatric medications being prescribed by pediatricians before the patient can receive psychotherapeutic interventions.

Mental health clinicians agree they are not able to meet growing needs. Only one-third of mental health clinicians are almost always able to see urgent referrals in five days and routine referrals within two weeks.

Training in schools

As discussed earlier, schools serve as the one de-facto entry point into the mental health system, yet teachers and administrators have inadequate resources, training, and preparation for that role.

Although nearly all schools employ at least one full-time staff member whose primary role is addressing students’ mental health needs, this individual is usually focused on special education needs. The majority of schools consulted expressed concern for general education students, noting half or fewer are having their mental health needs met.

An unintended consequence of having insufficient resources for general education students can be a delayed response to a student’s needs until his or her academic functioning has become adversely affected enough to warrant an Individualized Education Program (IEP). To address this, a few schools are implementing comprehensive strategies that allow other personnel to follow an evidence-based program guide or curriculum. Most services tend to be in small groups or brief individual counseling.

TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS

• New York State Department of Education, as the licensing and accrediting entity for all educators and mental health professionals, should:
  • Require all training programs in mental health professions to include training in evidence-based approaches to assessment and treatment, and require continuing education in these areas;
  • Require that teachers receive training in typical development, mental health, and the social-emotional development of children, and document competencies in these areas;
  • An interdisciplinary group of graduate medical education programs in psychiatry should include increased opportunities for child and adolescent training, with enhanced goals for evaluation and treatment of adolescents;
  • New York State should provide ongoing support for continuing education and case-based consultation for primary care physicians (e.g., CAP-PC) and educators.
Juvenile justice system
Similar to schools, the juvenile justice system works with a significant number of youth who have a mental illness, yet court staff do not receive adequate training or education in mental health and developmental stages for children. The reality is that it is the behaviors spurred by some mental illnesses that often land adolescents in court. According to a study from the National Center for Mental Health and Juvenile Justice, 70 percent of youth in state and local juvenile justice systems have a mental illness, and at least three-quarters of those in the system have experienced traumatic victimization. (More than 60 percent of individuals with a mental health disorder also have a substance use disorder, so substance-related violations can also be the cause of their court appearances.)

Existing mental health issues can be exacerbated by procedures like mental hygiene arrests (being involuntarily admitted to the hospital because of mental illness), and mental health consequences can emerge from repeating and reliving traumatic experiences in public courtrooms. Meservey & Skowyra (2015) found that children in juvenile correctional placement are three times more likely to die by suicide than those in the general population. Many court-involved children are living in homes rife with dysfunction, hardship, and family histories of mental health and substance abuse issues. They are mired in intergenerational cycles that are hard to break, limiting their chances of a positive outcome. Due to the prevalence of risk factors and lack of protective factors that court-involved youth face, their mental health problems often persist and worsen as they age.

Note: This chart gives a simplified view of casework through the criminal justice system. Procedures vary among jurisdictions. The weights of the lines are not intended to show actual size of caseloads.

SOURCE: Adapted from The challenge of crime in a free society, President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1967. This revision, a result of the Symposium on the 30th Anniversary of the President’s Commission, was prepared by the Bureau of Justice Statistics in 1997.
Dysfunction in a Fragmented System

Children with mental illness are part of and operate within a variety of systems – a family system, the educational system, the health care system (including the primary care provider, psychologist, psychiatrist and others), and sometimes the law enforcement and legal system.

Currently, there is limited and ineffective collaboration and communication across these entities – a situation that frustrates and limits the effectiveness of all involved.

There are numerous built-in barriers to coordinating care between these multiple systems:

1. Confusion and rigidity about how to legally share sensitive information and manage reasonable privacy guidelines (HIPAA, FERPA, etc.);
2. Time constraints on all parties for communication, which is often about complex issues – most phone contact between agencies and providers involves an inefficient phone tree that often leads to wasted time and missed connections, compounded by the lack of reimbursement for communication time;
3. Lack of knowledge amongst all involved about who is providing services for the child and family (e.g., child’s school counselor and teacher; primary care provider; agency or practitioner involved with therapy or medications; social services; court liaison or probation officer; etc.);
4. Standard forms in all settings do not include information about other members of the care team.

All of the aforementioned barriers result in lack of coordination, redundancy, and confusion. This can lead to disagreements about diagnoses and disjointed and even cross-purposed interventions.

One school official noted, “One of the issues that I see is when we can identify a child we know has some mental health issues and the only way we can get them help as a school district when it’s severe is the court system – it’s a mental health arrest. That is disturbing to me, especially when I look at a high school kid that I know with a little bit of support we could keep them from getting into the court system. From a school district point of view, that’s the only avenue we have…”

Courts personnel agree. “I know with the Person in Need of Supervision and Juvenile Delinquency and child welfare, a lot of times there were so many delays because they’re constantly doing new assessments and new
evaluations instead of having a mechanism to see what’s been done and then evaluate it,” a court representative said. “Now, of course, you have to update and do assessments, but sometimes it’s just been done in another agency and if there was some way to have that information available [it would speed up the process].”

Currently, parents and caregivers must serve as the central communication point, gathering information from each organization, understanding what is relevant, and communicating back to others. This task can be herculean while managing mental health appointments, working, caring for the child at home, trying to pay for it all, and addressing their own emotions about their child’s illness.

As one parent explained, “I need to have this person call me, I need to have that person call me, I need to have somebody do a residential referral ASAP...as a parent, I am failing. My child needs help and whatever it has to take, I’m ready to go that step...I love you so much that I have to do whatever it takes to get you to the services you need to be a well person.”

FAMILIES NAVIGATING WITHOUT A COMPASS

When a child suffers a mental illness, parents struggle to identify whom to call for help, and how to find the best mental health professional to meet their child’s needs. Parents and caregivers desperately want to make the right decisions, but end up taking the only route that seems available to them, often times when in crisis.

“It was easier for me to get the police to respond to help my son than it was to find a psychologist when we needed one,” explains one mother from a Monroe County suburb whose teenage son has anxiety and depression. “He was wielding a knife, threatening suicide and ran away from all of us, and the police had to chase him down the street and make a mental health arrest to get him help. As traumatic as it was, part of me said ‘Finally!’ because at least he was getting help.”

The process is no easier for those working through the health care system. “In the referral process things may go haywire. No room, wrong match with provider, wrong insurance, a convoluted intake process that doesn’t acknowledge what you know or have already done, etc.,” explained one health official. By the time a link with care is made, it can feel off-putting to patients and their families.

Failed and traumatic encounters with a behavioral health professional or with the system can result in mistrust of that system and even further trauma for the child and family. At one point, when Stephens’ daughter was about 13 years old, she was having a mental health crisis that necessitated a trip to the emergency room. While there, the family waited in the pediatric ER with families with physically sick and injured children. Eventually, a nurse
Ultimately, facilitating the coordination of quality care from the start should be a priority.

and security guard approached them and had their daughter remove her belt and her shoelaces on the spot.

“There she is, having lost all dignity and kids nearby asked their parents, ‘What’s the matter with her?’ ‘Is she crazy?’ My daughter had tears pouring down her face,” recalls Stephens. “I was so angry because if she’d had the flu, they would have protected her privacy as a patient, but they didn’t think twice about having her strip down right there in front of everyone as someone with a mental crisis.”

The experience was so traumatic for his daughter that when she suffered other episodes, Stephens says she didn’t want to go to the emergency room again. “One time I knew she was in a delicate state and really had to be seen; she wouldn’t go so I had to physically carry her in to the ER.”

He asserts, “One low-cost fix is to [treat] children with mental health issues with dignity. Take them to a room first. Treat them like they have a cold or broken bone. Ultimately, facilitating the coordination of quality care from the start should be a priority. A child’s needs are never in isolation of the needs of the family; the well-being of the child is linked to their family system. Empowering and enriching the family with resources and supports is essential. As one health care worker explained, “The first time a child has a crisis, it is very important that a facility find a way to connect the parents to resources in the community so these parents learn and understand what the child is going through.”

STRUCTURAL RACISM AND INHERENT BIASES

Many people of color and those struggling with poverty are particularly concerned about the implicit bias that makes it more likely that an African American, Latina/o, or low-income child will be labeled as having “bad behavior” rather than as presenting early indicators of a developing mental health challenge. This lack of cultural competency can lead to missed opportunities for appropriate screening and early intervention and irrevocably change the life trajectories of children in need.

According to The Equity Project at Indiana University, African Americans are approximately 3.5 times as likely to be placed in out-of-school suspension as white students. The Project looked at data regarding connections between race, poverty, student behavior, and suspension/expulsion to determine if the rates of suspension/expulsion among African American students was due to differences in severity and types of behavior.

“It’s all screwed up, from a monetary, economic perspective, as well, class perspective; I think the kids at the bottom get the worse quality care,” says one community member. “Teenage boys don’t want to go to therapy, period. They don’t want to talk about their feelings. They don’t want some woman to be asking them what’s going on in your life and about personal things at home and about how they feel about things, and what’s going on at school. If you’re going to get the young men, and they’re a challenging group, for lots of reasons, you have to go where they are... You’ve got to go on the basketball courts. You’ve got to do things in a non-traditional way.”

WHEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL ILLNESS COLLIDE

Substance abuse and mental illness have a complicated relationship. “People can have their first experience with a substance for a variety of reasons; sometimes this includes emotional distress. Depending on how and when they start using and their predispositions, they can develop a substance abuse disorder that takes on a life of its own,” explains Scharf.

He adds, “It’s important to recognize that specialized expertise is necessary to diagnose and treat substance abuse disorders that coexist with mental health disorders and both the substance abuse and mental health disorders need to be looked at and addressed directly.”

Schools and courts can be on the front line of substance abuse screening and treatment among youth. Deficiencies in training and communication play a significant role here as well.

The Commission recognizes the importance of this topic, and of the coordination of care between providers, however, for the purposes of this report, we do not address the full scope of substance abuse treatment.

FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS

More than three-quarters of youth with private insurance and nearly as many of those with public insurance have unmet mental health needs, often because of limited or nonexistent mental health coverage. Recently, the emergence of high deductible insurance for middle and low-income families has left many unable to afford services, especially combined with costs related to transportation and missed hours at work.

One professional who works in the court system expressed, “It’s very tough for families, actually for the parents, to financially make it. They might work a couple of jobs and these are kids that are going to need a lot of supervision, so if there isn’t somebody else there to help out, it’s going to be really that much more challenging. Even to take the kids to the appointments, because the appointments may only be available during the workday.”

“Money. That has got to be number one on the access issue – for some of them that are Medicaid eligible, that’s fine but you have a lot of people in this gray area and I have no idea if there’s any money to pay for it. In this area you’ve got a lot of working poor,” agreed another.

Given the scope of this issue and the complexity of the systems involved, the Commission recommends continued assessment of financial constraints to define actionable next steps.

Specialized expertise is necessary to diagnose and treat substance abuse disorders that coexist with mental health disorders.

– Michael Scharf, M.D.
The Solutions: Working Toward a Continuum of Care

Mental illness is a disease, and those who suffer from it are entitled to a functioning system of care.

The Greater Rochester region prides itself on access to healthcare and world-class pediatric and adolescent medicine, yet we have failed to take collective action to address mental illness prevention and treatment in our children.

The Commission on Children’s Behavioral Health in the Finger Lakes strongly emphasizes the recommendations defined within this report and summarized in the following pages.

We must commit to dedicating time and resources to our children’s mental wellbeing as much as we do to their physical health and prioritize the evidence-based preventive interventions and treatments that have been proven effective. It is time to stand with our children in the context of their environment – family, school, community – and create a web of wellness that enriches their development. Change across systems can be achieved.

If we do not set about on a course of action to improve conditions for our region’s children, we should expect to see an increasing number of adults with behavioral health issues and related physical comorbidities in the years to come – and then it indisputably will be society’s problem.

TRAUMA RECOMMENDATIONS

- Provide universal education regarding trauma-informed care, including historical trauma, for all who work with youth.
- Provide ongoing training – including role-specific mental health training, culturally specific trauma-informed training, and referral training – for emergency responders, court staff, attorneys, educators, primary care providers, hospital staff, medical transport staff, and community members and leaders.
- Professionals working with children must develop standards for accurately interpreting early signals of mental health problems to avoid criminalization-oriented interventions because of implicit biases.

PREVENTION RECOMMENDATIONS

- Implement evidence-based strategies for mental health prevention programs in schools, including:
  - Collaboration across school districts to pool resources and provide training and ongoing support.
  - Establish a clearinghouse of effective programs and assessment tools to discover student risks and protections.
  - Align prevention programs with children’s educational needs and system’s priorities.
- Mental health prevention screening in schools and primary care settings should be standard practice. In support of this practice, PCPs’ capacity for screening, assessment, and referrals through the use of on-site social workers, psychiatric nurses, etc., should be developed and supported through reimbursement.
- Establish “severity thresholds” for service eligibility at licensed facilities and reimbursement criteria, so early intervention and secondary prevention can be received in the early stages of symptom onset.
- New York State should provide ongoing support for continuing education for educators and primary care physicians in the prevention and early identification of mental health disorders in children.
- Link reimbursement funding to the use of evidence-based prevention interventions.
RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION RECOMMENDATIONS

- Work with the New York State Legislature to allow the retention of foreign medical graduates in child psychiatry in the region.
- Offer loan forgiveness programs for needed mental health providers who work with children and underserved families in both schools and community settings.

DIVERSITY RECOMMENDATIONS

- Efforts to improve the diversity of the mental health workforce should include:
  - Attract a culturally diverse workforce by coordinating local educational pipelines for mental health professional development and leadership.
  - Strengthen recruitment, education, and retention of diverse providers through monetary and social incentives.
  - Require provider preparation programs and professional development opportunities on diversity, community engagement, cultural competency, and health literacy training.
  - Create training and coaching programs to increase understanding of and address the implicit biases among providers that impacts disparities.

REIMBURSEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

- Financially incentivize child psychiatrists and psychologists to live and practice in our region.
- Negotiate with commercial insurers to:
  - Financially incentivize child psychiatrists and psychologists to live and practice in our region.
  - Link reimbursement to the population being served (children vs. adults) and to the use of evidence-based assessment and treatment (e.g., value-based reimbursement).
  - Create one or more regional, outpatient-based, urgent care/crisis services to improve immediate access for short-term care.

TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS

- New York State Department of Education, as the licensing and accrediting entity for all educators and mental health professions, should:
  - Require all training programs in mental health professions to include training in evidence-based approaches to assessment and treatment, and require continuing education in these areas.
  - Require that teachers receive training in typical development, mental health, and the social-emotional development of children, and document competencies in these areas.
  - An interdisciplinary group of graduate training programs in the mental health disciplines should be organized in the region to discuss training capacity and community needs as they relate to the workforce. Provide recommendations on training to meet workforce needs.
  - Graduate medical education programs in psychiatry should include increased opportunities for child and adolescent training, with enhanced goals for evaluation and treatment of adolescents.

- New York State should provide ongoing support for continuing education and case-based consultation for primary care physicians (e.g., CMIP-PC) and educators.

COURTS RECOMMENDATIONS

- Create coordinated reporting and tracking within the court system to quantify and track the need for and utilization of mental health services.
- Develop and implement ongoing, role-specific training programs for court personnel about children’s mental health, substance abuse, and the impact of trauma.
- Locate mental health liaisons at court/probation for education, referral, and linkages.
- Engage the entire family in the court proceedings process.
- Provide mental health assessments for youth when parents/caregivers are involved in the court system.
- Change adversarial court procedures to a research-informed, team model that is focused on what is best for the child.
- Consider the creation of a specialty youth mental health court.

SYSTEM REDESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

- Change New York State Office of Mental Health regulations to:
  - Allow systems flexibility in their structures for supervision and sign-off of treatment plans.
  - Modify state regulations so treatment can be provided more flexibly.
  - Allow for treatment of “family” as unit of care, instead of just the child.
  - Promote a shift in care so the child’s needs are not only viewed within the context of their environment but treatment consists of creating health promotion, wrap-around supports and streamlined communication for the parents, caregivers, and schools involved with the child.
  - Promote efforts to co-locate services at universal points of contact (e.g., schools, PCP offices).
  - Promote the funding of telemedicine initiatives.
  - Advocate for adequately funded, county-based navigators to orient families to ever-changing local and regional services.

CROSS-SYSTEMS RECOMMENDATIONS

- Create a formal infrastructure for communication across all the systems that care for children.
- Advocate for modifications in federal and state regulations that interfere with communication between health providers and educators.
- Create a shift in care that includes the family as the focus in the wellbeing of the child.
- Establish a triage system (identifying, screening, referring, and funding) at the local, county, and state levels to provide services through community agencies at levels consistent with need.
- Facilitate partnerships between agencies, courts, schools, providers, and other systems to enhance family engagement and individualized care.
URMC PROJECT FOCUS AND DESIGN

To inform the work of the Commission on Children’s Behavioral Health in the Finger Lakes, the Greater Rochester Health Foundation commissioned a study by the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the University of Rochester Medical Center (URMC), assembling a team of experts from the Department of Psychiatry at URMC to gather information about the state of children’s behavioral health care in nine county regions. The team explored the quantity and quality of services relative to need in the area, the barriers to accessing what is already available, where gaps in services exist, despite need; what community strengths and assets there were; and some potential actionable recommendations for improvement. To ensure this examination was conducted in a comprehensive way, the team established four workgroups based on the primary domains where children can be assessed for, receive, or be linked with behavioral health care: clinical, education, community and court.

Clinics and hospitals are likely the first settings that come to mind when thinking about children’s behavioral health care services, and trained practitioners (psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, mental health counselors, substance abuse counselors, pediatritians, family medicine physicians and nurse practitioners) are concentrated in the clinical care domain. Thus, the clinical workgroup was tasked with providing a comprehensive picture of current clinical service delivery relative to need in all nine counties, including traditional mental health service delivery, integrated mental health service delivery in primary care, and telemedicine service delivery. This assessment naturally included identifying the particular access barriers and gaps in service, examining workforce spread and training issues, and learning about the specific difficulties that mental health-trained practitioners and primary care practitioners experience with screening and care. This group was also particularly concerned with identifying service utilization differences between urban, suburban and rural locations in the region, Medicaid and privately insured families, and among underserved populations (e.g. preschoolers, children in foster care, homeless youth, traumatized children, and those with dual diagnoses).

Schools (including preschools and daycares) see the highest volume of children and have the most consistent long-term link with children and adolescents. The education system is the only setting where children are mandated to be, and there is a legal responsibility to address social, emotional and behavioral needs for disabilities that affect learning. School has great potential as a familiar arena for children and their caregivers to address behavioral health concerns, as the first place of early identification and intervention, and as the domain best suited for high-yield prevention programming. The education workgroup was tasked with examining how area schools currently address the behavioral health needs of their students, particularly in regard to the Positive Behavioral Intervention System (PBIS) framework used by nearly all schools. They were also charged with understanding the specific behavioral health needs in the school setting, looking at rates and potential gaps with educational outcomes, social-emotional wellbeing, substance use, and other health indicators. Finally, they investigated both the barriers and opportunities for reducing behavioral health problems and preventing new problems.

The community is the domain that children, youth and families call home—it is where they live, work and play and the space where they encounter their natural helpers and their social support network. Community can encompass everything from recreation centers to church youth groups to 4H clubs in children’s towns and neighborhoods, and is often deeply rooted in culture, race, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, age, geographical area, economic and other aspects of personal and group identity. It is a deeply influential, but underappreciated domain, for mental health intervention. The community workgroup was tasked with understanding what supportive youth community structures looked like throughout the nine-county region, recognizing the variance among and within counties. They sought to determine the strengths and gaps in community resources, as well as individual and family assets and needs related to optimal mental health and wellness for children and youth in our area.

The court system is the last resort for children with behavioral health problems. Of the many court-involved children and youth in the nine-county region, the majority have had traumatic experiences and suffer from mental health problems and substance use issues, yet court systems and processes are often not conducive to mental wellness. Court is not a therapeutic venue, but it is an immensely important setting through which children and youth can be linked with services and protections to help them improve their mental health and life trajectories. The court workgroup was tasked with understanding the severity of behavioral health problems among kids involved in the court system, whether at court for their own problems or involved in a parent or guardian’s legal problems. They also wanted to determine how children’s behavioral health issues are handled by the court, particularly because the health care and justice systems continue to operate in such distinct silos. They were also interested to learn what clinical, community, social services, and education system resource court professionals knew about and utilized.

Each workgroup identified pre-existing reports and publicly available data from which they could gather information for this effort, being attentive to overlap in methods. Some methods used were surveys, focus groups, and individual interviews. The workgroups also had an opportunity to present their preliminary findings from their specific research efforts to the Commission on Children’s Behavioral Health in the Finger Lakes, and these findings are reflected in the Commission’s report.
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